
Yang Style Taijijian (13 Power Sword) 楊式十三勢太極劍
Translated and interpreted by Sam Masich (馬希奇)

I. Taijijian Thirteen Sword Energies1

太極劍十三勁2

Eight Gates Sword Energies 八門劍勁

1. Burst                péng   崩      ☰
2. Split          pī      劈       ☷
3. Stab      cì  刺 ☵
4. Point     diǎn  點 ☲

5. Stir      jiǎo 攪  ☱
6. Lash     chōu 抽  ☳
7. Uplift    tí 提 ☴
8. Carry     dài 带  ☶

Five Phases Sword Energies 五行劍勁
9. Strike      jī 擊  金
10. Clear      xǐ 洗   水
11. Intercept      jié 截  木
12. Press-down    yā 壓   火
13. Check     gé 格 土

II. Taijijian 13 Part Sword Structure: 
十三段太極劍的構造3

1. Pommel      bǐngtóu          柄頭
2. Handle       bǐng                     柄
3. Hand Guard     hùshǒu         護手

4. Rear Lower Edge4     gēn xià rèn          根下刃
5. Middle Lower Edge    zhōng xià rèn       中下刃
6. Front Lower  Edge    qián xià rèn          前下刃 

7. Rear Upper Edge5     gēn shàng rèn     根上刃 

8. Middle Upper Edge    zhōng shàng rèn    中上刃 

9. Front Upper Edge    qián shàng rèn    前上刃

10. Spine       jí         脊
11. Inner Flat        jìn lǐ yāo         近裡腰

12. Outer Flat        yuǎn wài yāo        遠外腰
13. Sword Tip     jiàn jiānr          劍尖兒

III. Thirteen Method Sword
十三法劍

Eight Gates Sword Methods 八門劍法
In each exercise players begin facing each other with right 
foot advanced, sword in right hand, in ‘guard’ (péng) position.

Thrust to torso6

1. Ⓐ thrusts inside with diǎn7; Ⓑ parries with inside péng 
(to reverse sides: Ⓑ thrusts • variations: i. beating ii. sticking)

2.Ⓐ thrusts outside with diǎn; Ⓑ parries with outside péng
(to reverse sides: Ⓑ thrusts • variations: i. beating ii. sticking)

• Disengaging allows mixing of patterns •

Lash neck8

3. Ⓐ lashes inside with chōu; Ⓑ parries with outside tí9

(to reverse sides: Ⓑ thrusts)
4. Ⓐ lashes outside with chōu; Ⓑ parries with inside tí 
(to reverse sides: Ⓑ thrusts)

• Disengaging allows mixing of patterns •

Stab leg10

5. Ⓐ stabs inside right leg with cì
    Ⓑ parries with low-outside péng
(to reverse sides: Ⓑ stabs • variations: i. beating ii. sticking)

6. Ⓐ stabs outside right leg with cì 
     Ⓑ parries with low-inside péng
(to reverse sides: Ⓑ stabs • variations: i. beating ii. sticking)

• Disengaging allows mixing of patterns •

Slice wrist
7. Ⓐ slices inside11 Ⓑ’s wrist
    Ⓑ evades with clockwise jiǎo
8. Ⓑ slices outside Ⓐ’s wrist 
    Ⓐ evades with counter-clockwise jiǎo
(to reverse sides: Ⓑ slices inside)

• Disengaging allows mixing of patterns •

Five-phases Sword Method 五行劍法
9-13. In these exercises players cycle through the five phases 
in both stationary and moving (diamond step) patterns.

Ⓐ strike 金       Ⓑ intercept 木 
Ⓐ check 土   Ⓑ clear 水 
             Ⓐ press down 火
Ⓑ strike 金   Ⓐ intercept 木
Ⓑ check  土          Ⓐ  clear 水
      Ⓑ press down 火



1 Taiji sword is also known as ʻthirteen power swordʼ (shísān shì jiàn 十三勢劍). A thirteen power structure (4+4=8+5=13) 
similar to that found in taijiquan barehand study can be found within the sword energies.
Regarding the eight gates sword energies: the first four ʻsquare energiesʼ are expressed as medial blade actions with 
ʻpengʼ holding the centre as an ʻen gardeʼ position out of which the direct ʻat targetʼ cuts are issued. The diagonal energies 
are lateral blade actions which move away from, across or around the central axis. They are centred on ʻstirringʼ and are 
somewhat more defensive in their attack strategy.
The five phases sword energies reflect ʻopponent strategiesʼ rather than specific blade usage. They follow the wuxing 
(wǔxíng 五行) ʻengenderingʼ and ʻcontrolʼ cycles:
The engendering cycle follows the actions of a single sword player: ʻmetalʼ (金) strikes; ʻwaterʼ (水) clears; ʻwoodʼ (木) 
intercepts; ʻfireʼ (火) presses down and ʻearthʼ (土) checks setting the conditions for re-striking. This simulates a crude 
interaction where an attack is immediately followed by retreat with a regaining of control for re-attack. 
The control cycle follows the interaction of two sword players: In a reversal of the usual control cycle, the weaker element 
ʻacceptsʼ the stronger in a ʻsoft-power-winsʼ ʻsticking-bladeʼ cycle:
Following a strike (metal 金) by Ⓐ, Ⓑ accepts the strike, intercepting it (wood 木). Having been intercepted, Ⓐ (earth 土) 
checks or ʻcrossesʼ the interception changing the angle for another attack. Ⓑ then clears (water 水) the crossing/checking 
weapon. In order to maintain control, Ⓐ presses-down (fire 火). Ⓑ, hindered by the pressure, finds a new line of attack 
and strikes (metal 金). The cycle then re-commences with Ⓑ as the attacker.

2 The original order for the thirteen sword energies from Chen Yanlinʼs 1943 manual: Taiji Boxing, Sabre, Sword, Pole, 
Sparring Compiled (Taiji Quan, Dao, Jian, Gun, Sanshou Hebian 陳炎林 太極拳刀劍桿散手) was:
1.chōu 抽 2.dài 带 3.tí 提 4.gé 格 5.jī 擊 6.cì 刺 7.diǎn 點 8.péng 崩 9.jiǎo 攪 10.yā 壓 11.pī 劈 12.jié 截 13.xǐ 洗

3 Other sword parts include: the scabbard (jiànqiào 劍鞘) and tassel (jiànsuì 劍繐). While both have function practically, 
aesthetically and martially, neither is essential to the function of the taijijian. The jian may also have a ʻblood-grooveʼ 
(xuècáo 血槽), though this is more typical of the sabre.

4 thumb side

5 finger side 

6 The primary target is the solar plexus but other targets can include: shoulder, throat, heart and stomach. Cuts are 
adjusted accordingly.

7 cì and pī can be used as substitutions for diǎn.

8 The primary target is the neck but other targets can include: cheek, ear and temple. Cuts are adjusted accordingly.

9 dài can be used as a substitution for tí.

10  The primary target is the thigh but other targets can include: groin, knee, ankle and foot. Cuts are adjusted accordingly.

11 for ʻsliceʼ refer to sabre energies (chàn 剗)


